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Most businesses have the systems in place to keep a tight
control on their overheads, however, in an increasingly
competitive world being the leanest and most cost and
success and failure.
At OKI we are determined not only to support organisations
to deliver superior quality documents but also to help
you identify one of the last hidden costs in your business;
avoidable print related costs.

up storing paper and toner cartridges?
What impact does your organisation have on the environment
from old energy hungry devices, wasted paper from
unnecessary printing or consumables that are thrown away
rather than being recycled?
It’s surprising when you think about it...

Have you considered the amount of unnecessary printing that
occurs in your organisation every day or the time allocated to

Have you
considered
the hidden
costs of your
business

10,000
pages per year

are printed by the

10%

of an organisation’s printing
costs lie in HARDWARE,
CONSUMABLES,MAINTENANCE,
PAPER AND POWER
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Smarter print management - Controlling costs and environmental impacts, OKI, March 2009
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ALL Associates Group - Company size between 500 and 5,000 employees across
all industry types.
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Take control of your
print and document

costs
SAVE

BIG
WITH

OKI

To help our customers tackle the hidden costs associated
with printing and document management processes OKI has
developed Smart Managed Document Solutions; a portfolio of

Whether you are a small business that needs to reduce your
printing costs and the amount of time you spend managing
your printers and devices, or an enterprise that is looking for

allowing you to reduce your hidden costs and improve

Managed Document Solutions from OKI can provide the
answer.

central to Smart Managed Document Solutions. By identifying
the right service for your business we aim to reduce your

Through a process of consultation and analysis we will
identify your printing needs and work with you to recommend

simplify your business processes.

Managed Page
Services
Reducing the total cost of your
business printing

Managed Print
Services
Optimising and managing
your printing needs

Managed
Document Services
Optimising and managing
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Hassle free printer
management that saves you

money

OKI can provide a complete hassle-free service with all
consumables managed through an automated monitoring
system. This not only delivers many efficiencies combined
with better delivery and cost savings, it also simplifies
business processes.

How Smart Managed Page Services works
Through a consultative approach we will analyse your printer
usage and recommend the right printer and package to meet
your needs and help reduce your printing costs. This may
involve the replacement of old equipment or maintaining
existing equipment, however, this is facilitated through a
contract based on print usage.

Benefiting your business

to measure usage, store and deliver consumables when

Smart Managed Page Services is a comprehensive

Fixed cost
package based
on usage

Reduced
total cost of
ownership

Managed
consumables

maintenance

Upgraded
hardware

Financial
visibility

Continual monitoring and management of your printing
processes allows us to proactively address any maintenance
issues, including the timely supply of consumables. This
reduces printer downtime as well as cutting the amount of
money tied up in consumables and the space required to
store them. Through complete visibility of your organisation’s
printing behaviour you can implement print policies to reduce
unnecessary printing, reducing not only your costs but also
your impact on the environment.

Remote
monitoring of
equipment

any downtime. This allows OKI to take away the hassle of
printer management whilst also optimising your print usage
and reducing your costs.

businesses that takes away the hassle of managing
your printers, allowing you to concentrate on your
business.
OKI will work with you to identify your print and
document requirements and recommend the right
printing device and a tailored all-inclusive printing
plan, that covers all your consumables and servicing,
improving productivity in the workplace. This
together with the implementation of print policies will
monthly fee and no hidden costs.
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Scheduling
and workforce
management
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Cutting

How much time do your employees spend
going back and forth to the printer?
Time can be wasted by employees retrieving documents
from poorly located devices and the cost to business.
OKI is able to address this through its Smart Managed
Print Services.

down your costs through
smarter print
management
The hidden cost of print

€20.82

within an organisation

Infrastructure

10%
Management

15%
Document
management

47%

task in complex organisations, whether they are
visible costs such as hardware, consumables and
paper, or management costs relating to support,
administration and maintenance.
OKI’s Smart Managed Print Services is a print
optimisation and management service which
provides a smarter approach, installing the right
product in the right place. Locating your printers
in optimal positions within the workplace
according to workgroup and individual needs
helps reduce wasted time and promotes more
productivity of your staff.

28%

Through our detailed assessment we are able
End-user time

savings can be made and help you to change
employee behaviour, reducing the amount you
print, cutting costs and your carbon footprint.

ALL Associates Group – Company size between
500 and 5,000 employees across all industry types
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Colour Multifunction Product - MC873dnv
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Optimise

3.

your printing needs
in five simple steps

1.

ASSESS
OKI can observe
and analyse
your working
processes to
assess your
current and future
requirements.

2.

Through a detailed
transition period
OKI can implement
recommendations
smoothly and with
minimum impact on
your business.

4.

RECOMMEND
OKI can propose the
most suitable and
optimised solution for
your business.

5.
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IMPLEMENT

MANAGE
Through remote
monitoring OKI
can replenish
consumables,
identify faults and
react immediately to
minimise downtime.

REVIEW
Get detailed
reporting as well as
of printing across your
network. This ensures
continued improvements
a technology refresh
strategy and advanced
solutions.
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Streamlining
your document workflow
to reduce cost and
improve efficiency

Designed for larger businesses and organisations, Smart Managed Document
throughout your organisation. This holistic approach analyses all aspects of your
productivity of your business.
The central premise of Smart Managed Document Services is the digitisation of your
document processes through the combination of hardware and software to optimise
the way that your organisation manages documentation from input to throughput and
output.

By combining OKI’s hardware and software, we ensure that your document capture,
improving the productivity of your staff. This can be done through sXP (smart
Extendable Platform) a web services based platform that enables seamless
integration of your OKI MFP with your corporate applications or 3rd party solutions.
At the heart of your business productivity, sXP helps streamline your document
intensive business processes.

Smart Document Workflow

47%
of hidden costs lie in
document management

Input/Capture

Management/Layout

sXP
Cloud

Output/Distribution

Storage/Archival

SCAN

FTP

MANAGE
DMS

E-MAIL

ERP

ALL Associates Group – Company size between 500 and 5,000 employees across all industry types

Corporate
back-end
Database

•
•
•
•
•
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Invoices
Contracts
Purchase Orders
CVs
Patient records

• OCR text capture
• Read Barcode data
• Add Meta data eg
invoice number

Folder

• Cloud
• Corporate back-end
Database
• ERP and DMS
• FTP
• E-MAIL
• Folder
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Efficient
processing
of document
workflows

Automate invoice processing by
electronically capturing documents
such as purchase orders and invoices
using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR). This allows for seamless and
complete integration into corporate
ERPs and accounts receivable and
payable processes. While also
enabling easy access for retrieval,
auditing and approving, saving time
on manual paper based tasks.

Manage direct mail
campaign responses by

Daestrunt ommolu
ptatum rateculpa volupta
nos same vel ex
es
aut enducim
Inctuscia volorrum
dolumen
dandae nullent
t elique
Inctuscia volorrum

Share, store, search,
download, edit and
merge documents
to private/public
storage clouds.

Inctuscia volorrum
Inctuscia volorrum

22 Melbourne
Road
Middleton
Herts
WD22 2RW

forms to extract data into
a CRM system for fast,
accurate data capture,
assisting with lead
management and sales.

Support
Cloud

OKI
Automated consumables
management by OKI eliminating
down time and toner storage for
hassle-free printing.

Secure capture and management
digitally such as employee contracts,
appraisal forms, job descriptions
security, accessibility and removing

Customer letters can be indexed
automatically in a document
management system, CRM or
ticketing system, simplifying
customer management, and
enhancing service levels, by
tracking customer interactions.

Connect to a network, wireless
or web-enabled printer through
a smartphone or tablet to print
on-the-go, for fast, secure and
easy printing.
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Automated distribution of inbound
mail across all departments
into a Document Management
System (DMS) eliminates manual
reduces time and administrative
tasks whilst improving security.

Track usage and manage
print and document policies
through remote monitoring.
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Integrated
solutions
to enhance
your
document
workflow and
management
Smart Solutions is an integrated suite
of software and technologies that

Capture and
Distribution

Document and
Content Management

Security and Output

Go digital – convert to paperless
and routing by added metadata

Secure device access
rights applied to users:
• Secure ID
• Secure PIN

Centralised
electronic
storage with

Generate your chosen
editable and searchable
output format such
as PDF, RTF, Word
and Excel

management and security within your
organisation. Through the use of these
we are able to extend your document
processes, ensuring a fully integrated
and optimised solution that meets the
needs and objectives of your business,

Device and Contract
Management

Mobility

Keep your
business
moving

Print
on-the-go

Track device usage
• Copies printed
• Business printing activity

Pull-printing: Print from
any device and release
securely at an enabled
printer
Manage user
rights for
controlled
document
access levels

and distribution to
improve inter-department
administration

cloud.
Integration with
CRMs, ERPs,
document and
resource management
systems and other
applications

Eliminate costs
of physical
storage and
reduce manual
document handling
processes

$

Access
real-time
reporting and
run audit trials

Print from any company
owned device or BYOD

Monitor and control
energy and toner
consumption to reduce
your carbon footprint

To any device

Set up rules-based
payment processing
by routing invoices
electronically

Compatible with
device agnostic
mobile and cloud
applications and
solutions for

Print policy
management:
Customise policies and
job restrictions, manage
and track usage and
reduce wastage

Secure document
access:
Control

Send copies of
documents instantly
via email or fax

Simple and easy to
install software to
help optimise your
printing eco-system

document output

• Secure, searchable electronic storage
and distribution
• Capture documents electronically using
OCR to automate processes

• Remote access and retrieval from
a central repository using any device

•

• Organise documents in customised
spaces
a network folder, email inbox, FTP or
desktop

• PDF encryption for security and
compliance

• Track interactions, edits and versions to
assist approval processes
• Improve collaboration and response
times

• Cost control and full visibility of print
and copy usage (quota) by user or
department
• Print jobs only released after
user authentication
• Password protect sensitive documents
•

• Verify user credentials and print securely
outside your business network
• No set up required
• Fast, convenient and simple
• Documents checked for potential threats
and viruses

• Automated reporting and
meter readings
• Use historical trending reports to
accurately forecast costs and plan ahead
• Remote online monitoring to measure
performance and maximise service level
agreements
•

• Generate PDF/A output format for longterm archiving of electronic documents
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Smart Support

A solution to

suit the needs

As an integral part of Smart Managed Document Solutions, Smart Support
provides you with the transparency and peace of mind required to take

Monitor your
printing device
and service alerts, as well as
meter readings and high level
reporting.

of any organisation

Automated consumables
management
OKI’s automated consumables
management process automatically
monitors your toner usage and

The diverse OKI product portfolio of printers and
multi-functional devices allows us to specify
the right product to meet the needs of different
departments and work structures throughout an
organisation, providing a complete solution no
matter the size of business.

maximising uptime and eliminating
emergency situations.

From mono A4 desktop printers to departmental
multi-functional devices, OKI has the solution
workplace whilst also reducing your operating
costs and carbon footprint.

Support
Cloud
PERSONAL

VERY SMALL
WORKGROUP

SMALL
WORKGROUP

MEDIUM
WORKGROUP

LARGE
WORKGROUP

DEPARTMENTS
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PRINTERS
A4 MONO

OKI
Hassle-free
billing
Simplify and improve
your invoicing and
through automated
billing.

A3 MONO
A4 COLOUR

Complete visibility
with detailed
reporting
View current status reports,
monitor page counts, view
maintenance scheduling, and
identify low productivity areas

●

A3 COLOUR
MFPs
A4 MONO

●

A3 MONO
A4 COLOUR
A3 COLOUR

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

historical trending reports to
accurately forecast costs and
plan ahead.

Online management tool
Access service contract history, request
assistance, order consumables and
input meter readings easily. Accessible
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For more information, visit www.oki.com/sg
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A global organisation with a local approach to business

OKI, the smart
choice for businesses

A philosophy that
delivers business excellence

For over 60 years OKI has been delivering advanced printing
solutions worldwide, introducing ground breaking technologies
that have supported the needs of businesses large and small.

We develop and design all our products and
services based on three core principles:

From printers to faxes and multifunctional devices to service
led initiatives OKI offers a complete range of fast, high quality,
reliable printer and innovative document solutions that help
to improve business productivity and deliver cost savings and
efficiencies.

BUS ES
S
EXCELIN
LENCE

Simple - the device should be easy to use and clean in
design to suit today’s modern office environments
Solid - the device should be well built, robust and reliable
Smart - the device should include intuitive features to make printing
and document management easier

Professional quality printing and unrivalled media flexibility - in house
OKI’s portfolio of products enables businesses to print sharp, clear and vibrant documents in a multitude
of different media weights and sizes, in-house. Businesses can now save time, money and hassle by
being in control of what they print, when they need it without having to rely on a professional print house
or a high street print shop. This provides complete flexibility whilst reducing lead times and wastage.

30 years of LED Technology
OKI pioneered the development of digital LED technology in printers
over 30 years ago. This innovation delivers High Definition printing
– for more accurate, striking printed documents.
Thanks to this award winning digital LED technology, our printers
are compact, environmentally friendly and energy efficient, using
significantly less raw materials in the manufacturing process and
consuming less energy. LED print heads have no moving parts,
making our LED printers robust and ultra reliable.

Features that minimise environmental impact
OKI devices are designed to reduce an organisation’s impact on the
environment, whilst also reducing their costs. LED technology is inherently
energy efficient and through additional energy saving functions, such as Eco
Mode, Power Save, Deep Sleep and Auto-Off modes, we have further reduced
the power consumption of our printers. Duplex printing, which is standard on
most models, and a range of electronic document management functions help to
reduce the amount an organisation needs to print and the paper they use.
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